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Parents’ Evening
The next Parents’ Evening will be
on the 14th July.
This is planned to be an in-school
drop-in for parents. This will be
reviewed nearer the time,
depending on the Covid-19
situation.
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Merit Awards
Fortnite is an online survival game that involves playerto-player communication, violence and the use of
weapons. It is for players 12 years and over.
Some children in school have been talking about playing
the game at home. We are concerned about exposure to
this content as well as hearing swearing and offensive
language from strangers during gameplay. Children are
highly impressionable and our aim is to ensure they are
safe now, and in their future years. Violent behaviour
must not be ignored or normalised.
This game is deemed unsuitable for primary-age children.
Gaming is popular with some, but accessible games must
be appropriate and closely monitored to ensure the
safety and protection of children.
Thank you,
Mrs Samson
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Eloisa Whiley & Ava Hawker-Hayes

RSM Esme Partridge & Renae Gilkes
1W

Khadija Mirza & Zaid Ghazzawi

1R

Mariam Hussain & Alex Wang

2S

Theo Walker & Jasmin Kaur

2G

Freddie Beck & Henry Richards

3W

Olivia Woodley & Thomas Bye

3B

Louis Johnson &
Annabel Strangeways-Daly

4M

Alfie Beck & Annaliese Petridis

4GB Ryaan Sameer & Christian Chung
This week’s team points are as follows:
Red: 104
Yellow: 85

Blue: 76
Green: 81

5W

Katelin Jones & Molly Webb

5R

Isabella Drew & Hashim Mumtaz

Y6

Ben Harrison & Ramy Falah

Well done to everyone in the Red Team!

Today the whole school celebrated everything STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics).
We all dressed up as scientists, engineers, astronauts, doctors, nurses and lots of other key figures in STEM!
In Reception they learnt all about Sir David Attenborough and also animals that have become extinct.
Whereas in Year 1 they made a house out of cardboard and made a birds nest to see if the nest could hold
the eggs.
Year 2 focused on learning about Charles Darwin and used different types of tweezers to try and pick up
bird seed.
Year 3 looked into using ph. scale with different drinks using universal paper which changes colour and
made a poster about not drinking as much fizzy drinks as this is bad for your health.
Year 4 researched Maria Telkes and Solar Power. They created Solar Ovens which were tested out to see if
their temperature rose!
Moving onto Year 5 who learnt about forces and one of their exciting experiments was seeing if they could
get a jelly cube in oil to clean pot tweezers.
Finally, Year 6 made a black hole using foil and a balloon.
Thank you parents for your support with STEM day, we have thoroughly enjoyed ourselves!
Rosie and Lucas
Year 4 Students

